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Alameda County Mental Health Advisory Board APPROVED Minutes 
June 12, 2017 ◊ 12:00pm-2:00pm 

  500 Davis Street, Conf. Rms. A & B, San Leandro, CA. 94577 
 

Meeting called to order @ 12:01PM by Chair Alane Friedrich 
Roll Call/Introduction of Guests 
Mental Health Board Members:   
Present: Vice-Chair Jaseon Outlaw; Secretary, Diane Wydler; Brian Bloom, Lynna Do, Ernest Hardmon, Luvenia Jones, Lorene Kiger, Sheldon Koiles, 

Carole Peck  
Excused: Chair Alane Friedrich, Linda Ramus 
BHCS Staff: Interim Director, Don Kingdon; Interim Deputy Director, James Wagner; MHAB Liaison, Sarah Linder; Recording Secretary, Nina Hinton; 

Rashad Eady, BHCS Ethnic Services 
Alameda Health System: Chief Administrative Officer, Dr. Karyn Tribble; Interim Chair of Psychiatry, Dr. Charles Saldahna; Director of Acute and Crisis 
Services, Haeyoung Sohn; Nurse Manager, Psychiatric Emergency Services - CSU, Fred Tatum 

ITEM DISCUSSION ACTION 

Roll Call / 
Introductions 

Introductions were made.  

Emergency Action None.  

Approval Minutes  The minutes of May 8, 2017, were amended to show that Lorene Kiger was excused, not absent from the 
May 8th meeting. The minutes were approved with revisions. 

Minutes Passed 
1 abstention  

Correspondence 
 

 Family Member Letter of Concern about Out-of-County Placement dated 06-05-17: 
MHAB Member indicated that although the family member is relating a personal matter, the letter is 
relevant to many. Stated that a response to the questions and comments posed in the letter should be 
addressed by BHCS staff and published in future MHAB minutes for the public. 

MHAB Member relayed the above message to the BHCS Interim Director later in the meeting. 
 

BHCS staff to respond to 
questions and comments posed 

in the “Out-of-County 
Placement letter of concern” 

and to publish the responses in 
future MHAB minutes for the 

public 

Announcements None.  

PRESENTATION:  
Census Management 
Update at John George 
Psychiatric Hospital  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chief Administrative Officer of Behavior Health Services, Alameda Health System introduced her team: 
Director of Acute & Crisis Services; Chair of Psychiatry; Nurse Manager over Psychiatric Emergency Services, 
CSU. 
 

Context & Background 

The presentation provides an update to the issue raised concerning overcrowding at John George 
Psychiatric Pavilion. Presentation was made to the BOS last week. The issue was initially raised by the local 
union, followed by a request to institute a CAP of 50 (i.e., that after 50 patients, no new patients were to be 
admitted to PES).  HCSA, BHCS, AHS leaders convened several meetings to determine the actual issues, 
which concluded that other measures were to be implemented in order to address the overall issue of 
patients with high-end needs, as well as to provide more services to others in the community. The County 
and SB82 measures would be a factor for that purpose. Consequently, AHS developed a Census 
Management Proposal that does not have a CAP, but there were things put into place, as to how patients 
were provided support, and what the through-put was like.  
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ITEM DISCUSSION ACTION 

Cont’d 
 
PRESENTATION:  
Census Management 
Update at John George 
Psychiatric Hospital  
 
 
 
 

Following are elements of the presentation that were discussed: * Stakeholders Engaged * Strategy & Plan 
Activation * Pilot Initiation * BOS Health Committee Update * Data re: Patient Census before and after 
implementation * Data re: Registered Patients before and after implementation * Local Emergency Impacts 
*Lessons Learned. 
 

Questions from the MHAB ensued. Clarifications were provided by the presentation team. 
Q: Are patients at the emergency departments on an involuntary hold before getting referred to PES? 
A: Most patients brought to hospital emergency departments are on an involuntary hold. Some hospitals 
don’t have the ability to initiate a hold. The hold is initiated by law enforcement. Law enforcement is then 
given medical clearance to take the individual to a psychiatric facility. 
Q: Asked for feedback about the true solution for overcrowding at John George. 
A: Referenced the measures that were mentioned in the conclusion by the AHS CAO: Triage has helped 
with more timely assessments, and has allowed staff to efficiently link more people to appropriate care. 
The system as a whole needs assessment to determine alternatives to emergency treatment in the moment 
of crisis, and before the crisis arises, so that people can seek voluntary, lower acuity services in their 
journey toward recovery. Also mentioned individuals presenting at PES are being given medications 
immediately for stabilization and to be dispositioned more efficiently.  
 

Conclusion  

Indicated that patients were immediately seen and evaluated upon arrival as a result of the 
implementation of triage physicians at the door. The number of individuals within the PES facility who 
needed care has decreased, because those seen are determined to be clinically in need of that level of 
service. Additionally, staff ratios are more appropriate.  It has also resulted in an increased ability to plan 
for the clinical environment. We will look at developing different treatment strategies, engaging the 
families more, doing more outreach, evaluate how to increase staffing, engage AA and NA. Determine if 
there are more therapeutic interventions? Provide a better tracking system to look at the impacts to the 
emergency departments. 
Q: Referenced the data showing trends that are rising and asked what was being done to anticipate the 
trajectory. 
A: Responded that in 2008-2016 there was a rise. The trend continues to fall in 2016-17. The hope is to try 
to determine what the factors are related to the trends (e.g., weather, political climate). Indicated that the 
County IHOT (In-Home Outreach Teams) program was designed to engage and link individuals to services 
no matter where they are. A full report of the IHOT teams is being presented at the BOS meeting today 06-
12-17. If interested, you can consult the minutes of that meeting for more information. 
Q: What is the impact to patients, from a clinical perspective, when patients are not immediately being 
transferred to PES? 
 
A: The implementation has been infrequent and the numbers have been small, relative to the overall 
numbers. Although any impact is important, most of the individuals are in places that have behavioral 
health services and are seeing a psychiatrist or psychiatric nurse. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION ACTION 

MHAB Member expressed concern about the homeless encampments and whether outreach can be done 
for this population. 
 

AHS CAO mentioned that there is also a substance abuse program at Highland Hospital. She acknowledged 
the housing shortage and shortages at residential facilities. Expressed desire of working with the County, as 
well as other sources on housing-related issues. 

Director’s Report 
 

 BHCS recommended to the BOS Health Committee that we expand the AOT program (includes increasing 
slots for participation from 5 to 30; providing FSPs; administrative support to the department; and legal 
support). We will use the current contractor. 

 Recommended not using MHSA funds for the Public Defender.  

 BHCS will begin interviews for the Deputy Director position. 

 HCSA is recruiting for their director. 
 

MHAB Member referenced the Quality Manager’s presentation in May 2017, which indicated deficiencies 
related to penetration rates. Wants an update on data regarding department performance. 
 

Interim Director indicated that we continually monitor the quality of our service and will be working 
toward improvement and to increase penetration rates, considering the number of MediCal-eligible 
individuals in Alameda County. Suggested that an updated presentation is possible if the MHAB is 
interested. 

 

Elections Nine (9) Paper Ballots were submitted. One (1) audible nomination. [Please Note: Although not present, the 
Nominating Committee Chair indicated that Alane Friedrich has agreed to accept her nomination.] The 
following Officers were nominated and elected: 

 

 Nominated 

 Chair: Alane Friedrich (8)  

 Chair: Brian Bloom (1) declined 

 Vice-Chair: Lynna Do (9) 

 Secretary: Carole Peck (9) 

Elected 

 Chair: Alane Friedrich (8)  

 Vice-Chair: Lynna Do (9) 

 Secretary: Carole Peck (9) 

Elected 

 Chair: Alane Friedrich 

 Vice-Chair: Lynna Do 

 Secretary: Carole Peck 

A. Chair’s Report  MHSA Site Visits:  

 MHAB Member referenced a previous site visit and suggested that site visits may not yield an expected 
result, and therefore asked: 1. Do we want to do site visits? 2. Do we allow the site to orchestrate their 
own presentation? 3. Do we want to formalize the process?  

 A poll was taken regarding interest in doing site visits which yielded three (3) Members being 
interested: (Luvenia Jones, Diane Wydler, Lorene Kiger). 

 Suggested scheduling regular visits in order to make facilities more accountable. 

 

1. Adult Committee 
 

Tabled.  

2. Criminal Justice 
Committee  

 MHAB Member explained Sequential Intercept Mapping: By looking at the criminal justice system you 
can determine the sequences or places that a mentally ill defender could be diverted out of the system 
and into treatment. (i.e., contact with law enforcement; arrests through conviction; sentencing and 
probation, etc.). 

MHAB Member to  
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ITEM DISCUSSION ACTION 

 September 14-15, 2017: There will be a workshop to gather 30-40 stakeholders to identify the places 
within the criminal justice system where a person can be diverted out of the system and into treatment.  

 The Criminal Justice Committee has been urging the BOS to take leadership so that Alameda County will 
be a model to follow. The Interim HCSA Director is very interested and supportive in this endeavor. 

3. Children’s 
Advisory 
Committee  

 MHAB Member mentioned the CAC School Advocacy Proposal. The purpose of the proposal is to reach 
children having difficulty in school (mental health-related or otherwise), and to funnel them into the 
direction of help, earlier rather than later. 

 Meetings were had with the HUSD Superintendent of Family and Children’s Services, Chein Wu-
Fernandez, in addition to meetings with Kate Graves, the COST representative. 

 Indicated that Charter school children are more at risk due to inconsistent access to services. 

 Proposed having a presentation by HUSD to discuss how they are trying to address mental health issues 
within their student population. Indicated that an identified problem is that services come too late and 
children get behind. The Advocacy Proposal builds bridges and plugs existing gaps, which can help bring 
in needed direction. 

 The Advocacy Proposal seeks to coordinate between the school district and County for a five-year multi-
disciplinary pilot program involving various groups for advocacy, referrals, assessments and training. 

 

BOARD COMMENTS None.  

PUBLIC COMMENTS Public Member expressed concern about sending individuals to a board & care outside of Alameda County.  
Public Member requested that public comments that are made at MHAB meetings receive a response. 
Suggested using programs with the best efficacy and move funding to programs that are performing well. 
Indicated that the MHAB should have its own funding for work it does. 
Josh Thurman BOS: Regarding MHAB budget question: indicated that there are over 50 commission in 
Alameda County, most of which is mandated by law, and therefore allocating budgets can get expensive 
very quickly. Regarding the School Advocacy Proposal: Recommended reaching out to HCSA services for 
the network of school-based services. Alameda County is a pioneer of that kind of model. Acknowledged 
that there are deficiencies in on-site school-based mental health services within his district (Fremont-Dublin 
-Livermore) but there are school-linked services. Cautioned that state law and school policies may prevent 
teachers from suggesting that a child has a mental illness. Regarding Site Visits and Homelessness: 
suggested visiting Healthcare for the Homeless through the Public Health Department. They are tied to AHS 
and the County; also suggested Abode, which has a medical van that performs outreach. 

 

 BHCS Ethnic Services staff: There are mental health programs to teach teachers about signs and behaviors 
that they can recognize in students so that a referral can be made to a counselor. Recommended Counselor 
Sandy Vaughn at New Haven Unified School District who meets monthly with teachers, counselors, non-
profits and CBOs who work within the school to address issues discussed. 

 

Adjourned 1:59 p.m. - Minutes submitted by Nina Hinton 

 

 


